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 PROMISES, PROMISES

 The Abyss of Freedom and the Loss of the

 Political in the Work of Hannah Arendt

 ALAN KEENAN

 University of California at Berkeley

 The effort to recapture the lost spirit of revolution must, to a certain extent, consist in

 the attempt at thinking together and combining meaningfully what our present vocabu-

 lary presents to us in terrns of opposition and contradiction.

 -Hannah Arendt, On Revolution, 225-26

 Once again we find the paradox dominating the whole of social action: freedom exists

 because society does not achieve constitution as a structural objective order; but any

 social action tends towards the constitution of that impossible object, and thus towards

 the elimination of the conditions of liberty itself.

 -Ernesto Laclau, New Reflections on the Revolution of Our Time, 44

 Have you ever asked yourselves sufficiently how much the erection of every ideal on
 earth has cost? ... If a temple is to be erected a temple must be destroyed: that is the

 law-let anyone who can show me a case in which it is not fulfilled!

 -Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Genealogy of Morals, Second Essay, sec. 24

 "The periods of being free have always been relatively short in the history

 of mankind," Hannah Arendt reminds us, in her difficult essay "What Is
 Freedom?"1 In recognition of the ease with which freedom is lost or forgotten,

 Arendt devotes considerable attention in her writing to the foundation of

 political communities, most directly in her interpretation of the American and

 French revolutions in On Revolution. The founding of a new political body

 is a particularly privileged instance of human freedom for Arendt: it both

 AUTHOR'S NOTE: I would like to thank Judith Butler, William Connolly, Richard Flathman,

 Michael Gibbons, Bonnie Honig, Thomas Keenan, Kirstie McClure, and Tracy Strong for their

 help in improving earlier drafts of this essay.
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 asserts the freedom to bring something new into the world, the ever-present

 possibility of what Arendt calls "beginnings," and it establishes the public or

 political realm itself, the very realm of action and freedom. Such moments

 of foundation are essential to both politics and freedom because freedom,

 while inexhaustible, is limited to the moment of its being put into action: "the

 appearance of freedom ... coincides with the performing act.... To be free

 and to act are the same" (WF, 152-53). As a result, freedom is always

 threatened with loss and oblivion; "without a politically guaranteed public

 realm, freedom lacks the worldly space to make its appearance" (WF, 149).

 The importance of the act of founding the political realm lies in the need to

 make possible the continuation of what can never be absolutely secured, to

 "guarantee" a space for the appearance and possibility of the most transient

 and fragile of human experiences: freedom itself.

 One of the central difficulties that confronts Arendt's theory of freedom

 (as well as any analysis of it), however, is the tension that exists within her

 work between the temporal and the political aspects of freedom. Arendt's

 political theory, in its essence a theory of freedom, is deeply indebted to her

 understanding of time as radically open to new possibilities; yet politics for

 her is clearly not only a matter of time. This tension becomes particularly

 acute when the issue at hand is the foundation of political bodies, or the

 constitution of the political realm itself. If the political is valuable for Arendt

 as the space for, or the mode of, the appearance of freedom, which is itself

 inseparable from a particular aspect of time, then the act of founding the

 political "realm" must be consistent with that free temporality. But the

 political realm needs the stability of foundations precisely because freedom

 cannot simply be left up to time; for freedom to be active and effective as a

 force in the world, it requires the continuous support of politicalfoundations.

 "Foundation," then, is a hinge word in Arendt's texts, turning (and torn)

 between the temporality of "beginning" and the demand that something be

 begun and then maintained; like "the political" itself, "foundation" is caught

 between the "free" logic of time, with its possibilities for new beginnings,

 and the requirement that the realm of freedom be given lasting support. In

 the following pages, I explore this tension and Arendt's attempt to come to

 terms with it. In particular, I focus on her idealization of "mutual promising"

 as the means by which the freedom found in political action can save itself

 by granting itself its own, free, foundation. I argue that, despite Arendt's trust

 in the promise as a means to preserve freedom and its political realm, neither

 freedom nor foundation can survive intact the deep interdependence that

 Arendt so carefully elaborates. Although Arendt seems, in On Revolution, to

 recognize the inability of promising to found a realm of political freedom,
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 her turn to the notion of authority as a process of "augmentation," in the hopes

 that it will provide the same combination of freedom and foundation that

 mutual promising has failed to give, repeats at a new level the dilemmas

 contained in her extraordinary claims for promising.

 Reading on the basis of Arendt's own formulation of the relation of

 freedom and foundation, and yet against Arendt's desire to "save" the free

 space of the political by walling it off from the realm of violence and rule, I

 argue that the political realm and the freedom it houses can only be found by

 accepting their inevitable "loss." However hard Arendt tries to separate

 freedom and political action from the violence associated with sovereignty

 and political rule, freedom's very need for foundation inevitably entangles it

 in just such "nonpolitical" activities. Seen in this light, "freedom," "action,"

 and "the political" take on new, more complex meanings, according to which

 they can never be entirely detached from those qualities Arendt repeatedly

 posits as their opposites. Far from implying the simple "death" or absence of

 either freedom or the political, the recognition of the impossibility of arriving

 at a political realm purified of nonpolitical or unfree elements is instead a

 means to take up the challenge of freedom and political action in a different

 way, one commensurate with the difficulty and complexity of Arendt's own

 analysis of political foundation.

 1

 Arendt's project of thinking through the complexities of freedom is part

 of an effort to resist the inevitable tendency to "forget" the experience of

 freedom and the political realm in which it is found. Yet Arendt is very clear

 that the forgetting of freedom is no mere accident that befalls us, or conspir-

 acy on the part of the powerful. It is, instead, a danger built into the very

 structure of freedom itself: the most central aspect or source of freedom-the

 possibility of new beginnings-resists understanding and explanation. As

 "beginning's very nature is to carry in itself an element of complete arbitrar-

 iness" (LM, 207), its emergence can never be fully explained by any law of

 determination: it never has to happen (though once it has happened, it can

 never be undone). Freedom, as the capacity to begin, to bring something new

 into being, is structured like an "abyss." More precisely, "the abyss of

 freedom" is the hole formed when "an unconnected new event break[s] into

 the continuum, the sequence of chronological time" (LM, 208). What begins,

 or what Arendt calls at some points "the event," is not only unpredictable, it
 is, strictly speaking, unimaginable and unknowable: it depends on "the
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 freedom to call something into being which did not exist before, which was

 not given, not even as an object of cognition or imagination, and which

 therefore, strictly speaking, could not be known" (WF, 151).

 The arbitrariness and indeterminacy of the freedom lodged within the

 possibility of beginning makes freedom hard to explain and hard to remem-

 ber. For this very reason, freedom needs the support of political foundations

 to be more than an occasional or marginal occurrence; yet such foundations,

 unless they somehow are able to build within themselves a respect for the

 fragile, unpredictable temporality of freedom, threaten to assist in its forget-

 ting. The resulting "riddle of [political] foundation" amounts to the problem

 of "how to re-start time within an inexorable time continuum" (LM, 214)

 while still respecting freedom. How can a political entity be brought into

 being in a way that founds a new identity and history ("re-starting time")

 without denying the arbitrary and contingent nature of that beginning? The

 greatest example of an encounter with the riddle of political foundation is,

 for Arendt, the American Revolution. The American founders knew

 that an act can only be called free if it is not affected or caused by anything preceding it

 and yet, insofar as it imnediately tums into a cause of whatever follows, it demands a

 justification which, if it is to be successful, will have to show the act as the continuation

 of a preceding series, that is, renege on the very experience of freedom and novelty. (LM,

 210)

 The Founding Fathers knew that to establish a space of political freedom

 required an act that was itself entirely free, one which could have no

 immediate cause or higher power that commanded it. Yet they also knew that

 for the founding to be successful, to begin a new collective endeavor and

 bring a new public space into existence, it would have to be the impetus, even

 cause, of a whole chain of events that were to follow. It would therefore find

 itself caught up in a chain of cause and effect, which would in turn implicate

 it in the structures of "justification" or authorization that the free act essen-

 tially contests. Which explains why, when they were "called upon to solve

 ... the perplexity inherent in the task offoundation" (LM, 211), the Ameri-

 can founders chose to retreat from their own practice and experience of

 freedom by imagining that they were founding a new Rome and by gener-

 ally relying on the Roman tradition (which itself saw all beginnings as re-
 beginnings). In doing so, "the abyss of pure spontaneity ... was covered up

 by the device . . . of understanding the new as an improved re-statement of

 the old" (LM, 216).

 How is it possible to think the fact of beginning, especially the beginning

 of a political community, without reducing it to something secondary, to the
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 effect of what preceded it in a temporal continuum? It is no surprise that those,

 whether philosophers or political actors, who have tried to think the fact of

 freedom, have found themselves tempted by explanations and absolutes, by

 ways of explaining away the "abyss of pure spontaneity" with solutions that

 make of beginnings only the effects of some previous event or some higher

 law. However, this is so not only because the temporality of freedom is abys-

 sal and thus resists straightforward accounts but for the related paradoxical

 reason that "nowhere does man appear to be less free than in those capacities

 whose very essence is freedom" (THC, 234).2 For the temporality of political

 action, of the freedom to begin something new, being one of absolute contin-

 gency, carries with it an inevitable "burden of irreversibility and unpredict-

 ability": what is freely done can neither be predicted beforehand nor undone

 once started, and it can never even be known, much less understood, until

 after its completion (which is to say that it can never fully be known: "the
 reason why we are never able to foretell with certainty the outcome and end

 of any action," Arendt explains, "is simply that action has no end" [THC,

 233]). Because it is essentially incomplete, action is also necessarily plural:

 it requires the assistance of others to be completed, and its "authors," finally,

 because of such plurality, must remain anonymous as well. All in all, to accept

 the burden of freedom is to be thrown into an abyss of uncertain relationships

 and to be carried to unknown and unknowable destinations. The result is

 that he who acts never quite knows what he is doing, that he always becomes "guilty"

 of consequences he never intended or even foresaw, that no matter how disastrous and

 unexpected the consequences of his deed he can never undo it, that the process he starts

 is never consummated unequivocally in one single deed or event, and that its very

 meaning never discloses itself to the actor but only to the backward glance of the historian

 who himself does not act. (THC, 233)

 The fact of this "simultaneous presence of freedom and non-sovereignty,

 of being able to begin something new and of not being able to control or even

 foretell its consequences" (THC, 235) means that freedom, as a matter of

 possibility, requires the presence and interaction of others and thus a common

 space of appearance and action. Put more simply, freedom, because it can

 only be found in the midst of plurality, is essentially political. In this regard,

 Arendt praises the American founders for their recognition that "political

 freedom is distinct from philosophical freedom in being clearly a quality of

 the I-can and not of the I-will." It is something possessed only by the citizen,

 not man in general; it can be had only in communities, since "political free-

 dom is possible only in the sphere of human plurality" (LM, 200).

 Yet the freedom that can be experienced in political action, and most

 particularly in the foundation of the political realm, has, according to Arendt,
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 been repeatedly ignored or covered over by theories that locate freedom in

 the will. Whether they understand the will to be an "inner" space of freedom

 or a capacity for collective "sovereignty," such theories fail to face up to the

 complexities of political freedom. The political-the plural and uncertain,

 which is to say nonsovereign-nature of freedom has been particularly

 resisted by many supposedly political thinkers. As a result, the frustrations

 of freedom have led to destructive dreams of sovereignty, where political

 action is converted into a process of making or fabrication and plurality is

 reduced to the singularity of "one-man rule" (whether that of the individual

 monarch or the collective identity of a single political or national body). Born

 out of the frustrations inherent to political freedom, the "sovereign" will

 desires control and rule: control over the effects of its action into the future,

 and ultimately rule over others. To understand freedom as "sovereignty, the

 ideal of a free will, independent from others and eventually prevailing against

 them" (WF, 163), is to try to dodge the plurality and irreducibly complex

 temporality of political freedom: it rests everything on the singularity of the

 willing agent and the present moment of the willing act. The dream is of a

 will that can fully inhabit the present in such a way as to control the future,

 and all alterity, from within it.

 According to Arendt, the master of this antipolitical fantasy was Rousseau,

 who "conceive[d] of political power in the strict image of individual will-

 power... [and] argued ... that power must be sovereign, that is, indivisible,

 because 'a divided will would be inconceivable' " (WF, 163). The disastrous

 irony is that theorists of sovereignty, imagining it possible to rule from the

 position of an undivided, present moment of the will, in fact invent worlds

 without freedom and without politics, for "the famous sovereignty of political

 bodies has always been an illusion, which, moreover, can be maintained only

 by the instruments of violence, that is, with essentially nonpolitical means.

 ... If men wish to be free, it is precisely sovereignty they must renounce"

 (WF, 164-65).3
 Those who desire sovereignty fail to realize that the attempt to escape

 from the essential incompletion and unpredictability of all free action is in

 fact doomed to paralysis-a paralysis of power that then requires a supple-

 mental dose of violence to shore things up. "In reality," Arendt writes,

 "Rousseau's theory stands refuted for the simple reason that 'it is absurd for

 the will to bind itself for the future' [quoting from On the Social Contract];

 a community actually founded on this sovereign will would be built not on

 sand but on quicksand" (WF, 164). The sovereign dream of ruling from within

 the undivided presence of the will guarantees ineffectiveness: to inhabit fully

 the present moment guarantees isolation from, rather than control over, the
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 future. Indeed, central to Arendt's argument is that the political present, the

 "gap between past and future" that so fascinates her and that is the time of

 freedom, only emerges in relation to the future (and thus, as we see below,

 to the past as well).

 Freedom and its political burdens cannot be taken up by retreating into

 the present of the will but only by recognizing the necessity of the future to

 the present, a recognition performed in the act of promising. "All political

 business," Arendt explains in response to Rousseau,

 is and always has been, transacted within an elaborate framework of ties and bonds for

 the future-such as laws and constitutions, treaties and alliances-all of which derive

 in the last instance from the faculty to promise and to keep promises in the face of the

 essential uncertainties of the future. (WF, 164)

 Instead of yielding to the temptations of the will and the desire to rule, a

 properly political response to the experience of freedom-as an experience

 of being out of control-is contained in the faculty of promising. Promising

 remedies unpredictability:

 binding oneself through promises, serves to set up in the ocean of uncertainty, which the

 future is by definition, islands of security without which not even continuity, let alone

 durability of any kind, would be possible in the relationships between men. (THC, 237)

 Unlike sovereignty, which wants to eliminate the future through the hege-
 monic rule of the present will, the political strategy of relying on promises

 rests content with merely establishing "certain islands of predictability" and

 "certain guideposts of reliability" (THC, 244). The force of promise is so

 strong, though, that it can in fact grant the otherwise "spurious" sovereignty

 "a certain limited reality." Such sovereignty

 resides in the resulting, limited independence from the incalculability of the future.....

 The sovereignty of a body of people bound and kept together, not by an identical will

 which somehow magically inspires them all, but by an agreed purpose for which alone

 the promises are valid and binding .. . [results in] the capacity to dispose of the future

 as though it were the present, that is, the enormous and truly miraculous enlargement of

 the very dimension in which power can be effective. (THC, 245)

 By contrast with sovereignty, promising takes into account the nature of

 political power, which Arendt defines as the "power generated when people

 gather together and 'act in concert,' which disappears the moment they de-

 part" (THC, 244). It is the "force of mutual promise or contract" that "keeps
 them together," Arendt explains, in a crucial stipulation, "as distinguished
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 from the space of appearances in which they gather and the power which

 keeps this public space in existence" (THC, 244-45). In the recognition that

 neither the necessity of the future to all action nor the essential plurality of

 action can ever be eliminated but only managed politically through the act of

 mutual promising, a "force" is generated that "keeps together," and even "en-

 larges," the "space" maintained by power, by speaking and acting together.

 2

 Arendt's ideal of mutual promising plays a crucial rule, then, in preventing

 the realm of the political from being lost to sovereignty, with its confusion

 of freedom with the will, violence, and rule. Whether Arendt's promising can

 actually escape the difficulties that plague Rousseau's notion of sovereignty

 will be the focus of the concluding section of the essay. But to get there, we

 must first consider in detail just what it is that makes promising so important

 in Arendt's quest for afree political foundation. On the one hand, Arendt has
 argued that the freedom found in "speaking and acting together" (which

 might be abbreviated as speech-action and which defines for Arendt the

 political itself)4 can never be guaranteed, as it exists no longer than its

 actualization, than its existence in and as action. Yet to the extent that freedom

 is valued as what is most properly and gloriously human, the space for the

 appearance of freedom must be preserved, or given life beyond the fleeting

 moment of its initial appearance. How can something that rejects all sub-

 stantialization or reification, that resists the very logic of time as a continuum,

 be given any duration or afterlife? "The force of mutual promise or contract"

 suggests a way out of the difficulty: by respecting both the plurality5 of those

 who inhabit the political realm and the uncertainty introduced into political

 life by the future (and the possibility of new beginnings that it contains),

 promising can act as a foundation for the political realm while remaining true

 to the logic of freedom essential to it.

 How exactly promising performs this function, however, requires expla-

 nation. In her description (in the passage just cited) of the centrality of

 promising to the foundation of political communities, Arendt is very careful

 to distinguish three apparently separate stages of political freedom: "the

 space of appearance in which [people] gather"; the "power generated when

 people gather together and 'act in concert,' " which "keeps this public space

 in existence"; and, finally, "the force of mutual promise or contract," which

 "keeps them [the gathered people] together." According to this model,

 promising would merely shore up-by formalizing-the power and freedom
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 already alive in the political community. Arendt cannot allow the appearance

 of freedom-as the power of the beginning, the power of an "unconnected"

 event erupting into and disrupting the continuum that has preceded it-to

 depend on the prior existence of a formally constituted political space. The

 constitution or foundation of that space must itself follow the logic of

 freedom.

 Yet without the duration that promising gives, freedom is caught in its

 own evanescent, insubstantial temporality, doomed to a fitful, primarily

 "hidden" existence. By holding the actors together into the indefinite future,

 promising transforms freedom from the simple possibility of new beginnings

 into "worldly" political freedom. Even as it follows the appearance of free-

 dom in the world, promising gives freedom the "space" for its "fully devel-

 oped" political existence.

 How is it possible, then, to accept the centrality of promising to the

 developed, stable, political existence of freedom without losing the undeter-

 mined, "beginning" quality of the freedom that needs to be secured? In the

 section of The Human Condition entitled "Power and the Space of Appear-

 ance," Arendt presents a "solution" to this question that helps clarify her

 assertions about the founding power of promising. She argues at first that the

 polis, as the space of freedom's appearance, is free from the need for any

 institutional support:

 the space of appearance comes into being wherever men are together in the manner of

 speech and action, and therefore predates allformal constitution of the public realm and

 various forms of government, that is, the various forms in which the public realm can be

 organized. Its peculiarity is that . . . it does not survive the actuality of the movement

 which brought it into being, but disappears not only with the dispersal of men ... but

 with the disappearance or arrest of the activities themselves. Wherever people gather

 together, it is potentially there, but only potentially, not necessarily and not forever.
 (THC, 199; my emphasis)

 There is a clear priority of freedom over "formal constitution" in this defi-

 nition of the political realm. Yet that priority of freedom still leaves the po-

 litical dangerously "potential"; the public realm would then be subject to

 repeated loss, to being forgotten as soon as men cease their political activity.

 That this "potential" nature of the public realm of freedom is a problem re-

 quiring some solution can be seen in Arendt's almost immediate qualification

 that such a space of appearance is itself in need of the support of power.

 "Power," she explains, "is what keeps the public realm, the potential space

 of appearance between acting and speaking men, in existence.... What first

 undermines and then kills political communities is loss of power" (THC, 200).
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 Yet power too is subject to the same problem that plagues freedom: it

 "cannot be stored up and kept in reserve for emergencies, like the instruments

 of violence but exists only in its actualization." Indeed,

 the word itself, its Greek equivalent dynamis, like the Latin potentia with its various

 modem derivatives or the German Macht (which derives from mogen and moglich, not

 from machen), indicates its "potential" character. Power is always, as we would say, a

 power potential and not an unchangeable, measurable, and reliable entity like force or

 strength.... [It is] dependent upon the unreliable and only temporary agreement of many

 wills and intentions. (THC, 200-1)

 It would seem, then, that there is no plausible explanation for how the public
 realm, by its nature radically potential, could ever be maintained beyond the

 sporadic moments of its actualization because its reliance on power is in fact

 only a reliance on another form of potentiality. It would seem doomed to a

 mere chance existence, to come and go as people happened to rediscover it

 after previous neglect or forgetfulness, unless-in the only possible solution
 to the challenge posed to Arendt's theory of political foundation by her own

 theory of freedom-such potentiality were somehow able to operate as its
 own guarantee. Were it able to act as its own support, keeping itself alive

 between the moments of its actualization, across the gaps of its being mere
 "potentiality," the danger of its being forgotten would diminish, and the
 foundation of freedom would once again be imaginable.6 To suggest how

 such a solution might work, Arendt turns to Aristotle, whose notion of ener-

 geia or actuality, she claims, conceptualized the Greek experience of speech-
 action (and the political life it brought into being) as the highest possible

 human achievement. Central also to her own, noninstrumental conception of
 political action, energeia

 designated all activities that do not pursue an end (are ateleis) and leave no work behind

 ..., but exhaust their full meaning in the performance itself.... [I]n these instances of

 action and speech the end (telos) is not pursued but lies in the activity itself which
 therefore becomes an entelecheia, and the work is not what follows and extinguishes the

 process but is imbedded in it; the performance is the work, is energeia. (THC, 206; my
 emphasis)

 The attractiveness of this idea for Arendt lies in the possibility of there be-
 ing a "work," a tangible worldly entity, that is "embedded" in its own

 production-at once alive in its own right and yet entirely dependent on the
 moments of performance.

 It is with this same understanding of performance-not only as its own
 end but also as its own guarantee-that Arendt claims one should read the
 words of Pericles, which
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 are perhaps unique in their supreme confidence that men can enact and save their

 greatness at the same time and, as it were, by one and the same gesture, and that the

 performance as such will be enough to generate dynamis and not need the transforming

 reification of homofaber to keep it in reality. (THC, 205)

 The thought, so difficult to think, of an activity that can "save" (or remember)

 itself in "one and the same gesture" as its own performance-propelling itself

 forward and granting itself continued existence, without ever becoming an

 object separate from this performance-this thought is essential to Arendt's

 theory of political action (defined as a-telic, without end other than maintain-

 ing itself). It also helps make sense of otherwise blatantly tautological

 statements. When Arendt claims, for instance, that "power" is "what keeps

 people together after the fleeting moment of action has passed (what we today

 call 'organization') and what, at the same time, they keep alive through

 remaining together" (THC, 201), what first appears as disturbingly circular

 can instead be understood as an attempt to name the capacity of freedom and

 speech-action to generate their own substantialization or endurance. Arendt

 helps clarify this capacity when she explains that the activities of speech and

 action, "despite their material futility, possess an enduring quality of their

 own because they create their own remembrance" (THC, 207-208; my

 emphasis): the possibility of maintaining freedom rests on the possibility of

 memory.

 It remains fair to wonder how this might work, however. How could the

 most fleeting of activities be preserved even as they remain "materially

 futile" and have their "end" in the activity or performance itself? To think

 through what it means for speech and action to "create their own remem-

 brance," we can reconsider now what Arendt argues about "the force of

 mutual promise." The promise extends power into the future, thus giving it

 duration. This extension into the future simultaneously gives power-and

 with it the political community-a past by giving it the time for memory; by

 opening the always fleeting freedom of action (and the power it generates)

 to the future, mutual promising grants the space for history and memory (and

 Arendt's frequently praised "immortality" of the public realm). Speech-

 action can "endure" in the form of "remembrance" only because of this

 "force" of promise. Promising is speech-action's way of remembering itself;

 it institutionalizes, or textualizes, the merely "potential" nature of free

 speech-action. Even when the act of mutual promising is not, in fact, written

 (although all of Arendt's actual examples of great political promises are

 written), it operates as a way of simultaneously constituting and marking the

 constitution of a new collective being. Theforce of promise lies in its ability

 to form a new political community, or "space," where none had been before,

 by deliberately leaving a trace or mark, in the present that immediately
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 becomes past, on whose basis the identity and the freedom of the community

 can be measured.

 This returns us to the earlier suggestion that the promise plays an essential

 role in the constitution of a realm of political freedom: it is only on the basis

 of a promise that freedom can exist both "freely" and yet also with founda-

 tion, despite Arendt's initial presentation of promising as a merely secondary

 support for an already existing "space" of freedom. Freedom becomes more

 than sporadic only on the basis of the collective signature of the promise, the

 way in which the words of the promise mark off a site in which memory, and

 thus political action, can take place. The "speech-act" called a promise is a

 condition of possibility for the constitution of a space for "speech-action" in

 the broader sense.

 Although Arendt details, and at times embraces, the way in which the

 constitutive power of the promise is essential to the emergence and preser-

 vation of political freedom, she nonetheless avoids exploring its more diffi-
 cult implications. It is important to note, first of all, that to lay down the law

 of freedom-and remain consistent with Arendt's theory of political action

 as anti-instrumental, without end other than its own perpetuation-the prom-

 ise can only be the promise of the political itself. What the promise promises

 is the establishment and continuation of a realm of politics: both the space

 of appearance (of freedom) and the power generated by common action. For

 that to be the case, the promise in fact only promises itself. When Arendt

 argues, for instance, that the "grandeur" of the Declaration of Independence

 lies "in its being the perfect way for an action to appear in words" (indeed,

 it represents "one of those rare moments in history when the power of action

 is great enough to erect its own monument"), that "action" turns out to be the

 "mutual pledge," which functioned as the "principle out of which the Repub-

 lic eventually was founded" (OR, 127). The action of promising promises

 action; the principle of free speech-action, which is enshrined in the promise

 as the essence of the political, turns out to be promising. The Declaration

 works as a promise of freedom only by the immediate memorialization or

 institutionalization of its action, by which it promises its own continuation,

 the continuation of joint action and mutual promising. Promises maintain the

 community of actors and promisors-they act as the foundation of freedom

 -only by their promising (and remembering) themselves.

 To the extent, however, that promising is consistent with Arendt's logic

 of freedom and action, the foundation it provides the political realm is less

 than secure. To function, instead, as effectively foundational, political prom-
 ises must limit all subsequent "free" acts, which are indebted for their very

 possibility to the space opened up and secured by the original promise. As
 Arendt herself argues, mutual promises are always specific: what holds
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 together a people "bound" (or founded) by a promise is "an agreed purpose

 for which alone the promises are valid and binding." Thus the "law" of the

 promise, what gives it its foundational and "binding" character, is the

 particular purpose agreed on by the community of promisors. But to the
 extent that the freedom of the political realm is founded on a specific project,

 it cannot be entirely free: the "space" for action opened up by such a promise

 will necessarily form boundaries to and limits on the possibility of new action

 that follows this founding moment and founding principle. Promising can

 effectively lay down the law of freedom only by immediately violating that

 same law: it is a free act that at once makes less than fully free all acts that

 follow its law and example.

 Arendt's efforts to describe the political foundation of freedom thus

 remain caught between freedom and foundation, and the "mutual promising"

 that acts as the cement for the foundation of freedom oscillates essentially

 between these two poles. Even acknowledging the validity of Arendt's analy-

 sis of the extraordinary capacity of promising both to memorialize and con-

 tinue the freedom of political action, it is not certain whether such promising

 can provide, in any simple or secure way, either freedom or foundation. This

 uncertainty, in turn, goes to the very heart of Arendt's efforts to uncover the

 means of securing, or founding, a realm of political freedom: if neither free-

 dom nor foundation can survive their mutual dependence, any essential

 separation of the political realm from that of sovereignty, violence, and rule

 is impossible. Before addressing this danger directly, though, it is important

 to note one further attempt that Arendt makes to avert it.

 3

 It becomes evident, in the course of the long comparison of the French

 and American Revolutions found in On Revolution, that Arendt herself

 accepts that the foundation of political freedom requires something more than

 promises. She argues that the experience of promising was central to the

 American "revolutionary spirit" and went a long way toward helping the

 Americans avoid the violence and instability of the French Revolution; yet

 she makes it clear that promises were not enough for the foundation of

 freedom: that required something else, called "authority." Whether authority,

 in turn, proves to be strong (and supple) enough to solve the problems that

 undermine promises is a question to be taken up shortly. It is important, first,

 however, to clarify the precise character of promising's relation to authority,
 as Arendt describes it in the course of On Revolution.
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 The greatness of the American Revolution-and Arendt's appreciation of

 it-rests in large part on the way it (unlike the French Revolution) was able

 to circumvent the problem of the "absolute"-the apparent need for the act

 of constituting a new political body to be itself authorized or founded in some

 higher law or divine power. Although this basic "perplexity of foundation"

 plagued the leaders and theorists of both revolutions, the genius of the

 American founders was the way in which they avoided relying on the fiction

 of a "national will" (such as the pouvoir constituant of the French theorist

 Sieyes), the "ever-changing" nature of which, Arendt argues, is such that "a

 structure built on it as its foundation is built on quicksand" (OR, 162). The

 Americans were able to avoid invoking such a concept in part because the

 colonies were already organized into many different "self-governing bodies,"

 or sources of power, and thus were never faced with the theoretical dilemmas

 of the state of nature; "there never was any serious questioning of the pouvoir

 constituant of those who framed the state constitutions, and, eventually, the

 Constitution of the United States" (OR, 164). There was no need to "consti-

 tute" power; the already existing power, rather, had to be regulated and

 structured as the engine of foundation.

 The power that flowed throughout the colonies was that power originally

 generated by acting together and maintained by a promise-specifically, the

 mutual promise of the Mayflower Compact. The original promisors on board

 the Mayflower had confidence

 in their own power, granted and confirmed by no one and as yet unsupported by any

 means of violence, to combine themselves together into a "civil Body Politick" which,

 held together solely by the strength of mutual promise "in the Presence of God and one

 another," supposedly was powerful enough to "enact, constitute, and frame" all necessary

 laws and instruments of government. (OR, 166-67)

 The Revolution merely "liberate[d] the power of covenant and constitution-

 making, as it had shown itself in the earliest days of colonization" (OR, 167),

 which had thus, as an experience of the foundation of freedom, already been

 under way on the Mayflower:

 binding and promising, combining and covenanting are the means by which power is

 kept in existence; where and when men succeed in keeping intact the power which sprang

 up between them during the course of any particular act or deed, they are already in the

 process of foundation, of constituting a stable worldly structure to house, as it were, their

 combined power of action. (OR, 174-75)

 Much of the Revolution's work had been done even before it occurred.
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 The Americans could avoid the vicious circles of pouvoir that plagued the

 French Revolution because power was already alive in the colonies and

 maintained by various forms of mutual promising. Yet such power and

 promises were inadequate to the task of devising a lasting foundation-that

 is, an effective authority-for a new national political system. "Power, rooted

 in a people that had bound itself by mutual promises and lived in bodies

 constituted by compact, was enough 'to go through a revolution' . . . ," but

 it was by no means enough to establish a "perpetual union," that is, to found a new

 authority. Neither compact nor promise upon which compacts rest are sufficient to assure

 perpetuity, that is, to bestow upon the affairs of men that measure of stability without

 which they would be unable to build a world for their posterity, destined and designed

 to outlast their own mortal lives. (OR, 182)

 Despite her argument that promises move beyond the action and power

 that they institutionalize or memorialize, Arendt now argues that promises,

 like the power they maintain and preserve, are not strong enough to consti-

 tute a lasting foundation. The foundation of a republic, which would be the

 foundation of freedom, requires something more stable than power and

 promising.

 The American founders were finally able to avoid the violence and the

 instability that plagued the French Revolution only by deliberately separating

 the source of law and authority from that of power:

 the framers of American constitutions, although they knew they had to establish a new

 source of law and to devise a new system of power, were never even tempted to derive

 law and power from the same origin. The source of power to them was the people, but

 the source of law was to become the Constitution, a written document, an endurable

 objective thing, which, to be sure, one could approach from many different angles and

 upon which one could impose many different interpretations, which one could change

 and amend in accordance with circumstances, but which nevertheless was never a

 subjective state of mind, like the will. It has remained a tangible worldly entity of greater

 durability than elections or public opinion polls. (OR, 155-56)

 Rather than put the source of law, or authority, in something as changeable

 as the people's will (assuming something like it could ever be found), or even

 their very real political power, the Americans placed authority in an entirely

 separate, and more reliable, sphere: it was located in a text-the Constitution

 -and an institution designed to interpret that text-the Supreme Court. The

 authority of a republican constitution lies in its resistance to change: it is

 there, a "tangible" unchanging artifact; it forms the boundaries for free ac-

 tion but is not itself, at least at this point in Arendt's argument, subject to
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 the law of freedom, or the possibility of an absolutely new beginning. In other

 words, what such authority resists is power. Instead, the American repub-

 lic has its foundation in the authority of a written text. That text can be

 interpreted, of course, but even the most radical reinterpretation would

 always be in the terms of the original document and thus confined within

 certain boundaries, boundaries that act as a brake on the ever-changing

 expressions of the "will" or opinions, or even the power, of the political

 community.

 Although Arendt makes much of this separation of authority from power

 -for it is what grants authority a firmer foundation than promising-their

 relationship is in fact significantly more complicated than the word "separa-

 tion" might imply, for it is clear that authority's capacity to serve as a

 foundation cannot be entirely separate from the power maintained in prom-

 ises (especially given Arendt's own claim that the foundation of American

 freedom was only the continuation of the experience begun with the power

 maintained in the Mayflower Compact). Instead, "authority" should be seen

 as Arendt's name for the next stage in the attempt to found freedom-another

 link in the chain-that begins with "the space of appearance," then goes on

 to "power," then to "the force of promise," and now finally to "authority."

 Although promising was supposed to enable power to "create its own

 remembrance," the stability thus lent to power and to freedom is insufficient

 for a sure foundation; the capacity of promises to "memorialize" power is

 not lasting enough. Authority, then, is called in to solve the problem now

 plaguing promising that promising itself was to solve for power: it must

 somehow sustain the "free" and undetermined character of promising-and

 along with it, power-even as it gives them, and ultimately freedom, a

 lasting, durable foundation.

 This solution was possible, Arendt explains, only on the basis of a radical

 insight into the nature of freedom and foundation reached by the men of the

 American Revolution. This insight was their realization

 that it would be the act of foundation itself, rather than an Immortal Legislator or self-

 evident truth or any other transcendent, transmundane source, which eventually would

 become the fountain of authority in the new body politic. From this it follows that it is

 futile to search for an absolute to break the vicious circle in which all beginning is inev-

 itably caught, because this "absolute" lies in the very act of beginning itself. (OR, 205)

 In much the same way that promising-on the model of energeia-

 was said to be the way that power generates, out of its own free action, a

 means of self-remembrance, authority here finds its stability (or absolute) in

 the very activity of founding. Viewed from another angle, freedom can resist
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 absolutes-foundations or sources or causes that violate its logic of begin-

 ning, contingency, and uncertainty-only by being itself "absolute." Arendt

 explains this in more detail:

 what saves the act of beginning from its own arbitrariness is that it carries its own

 principle within itself, or, to be more precise, that beginning and principle, principium

 and principle, are not only related to each other, but are coeval. The absolute from which

 the beginning is to derive its own validity and which must save it, as it were, from its

 inherent arbitrariness is the principle which, together with it, makes its appearance in the

 world. The way the beginner starts whatever he intends to do lays down the law of action

 for those who have joined him in order to partake in the enterprise and to bring about its

 accomplishment. As such, the principle inspires the deeds that are to follow and remains

 apparent as long as the action lasts. (OR, 214; my emphasis)

 What lends the beginning-or constitution-of the new American Republic

 its authority (or "validity") is the principle contained in that beginning, in the

 moment of foundation. But when it comes to the foundation of freedom, not

 just any principle will do. It has, of course, to be the principle of freedom: if

 freedom founds itself, it can only be on the basis of its own law. What, then,

 is the law, or principle, of freedom in this case? Arendt explains that

 the principle which came to light during those fateful years when the foundations where

 laid-not by the strength of one architect but by the combined power of the many-was

 the interconnected principle of mutual promise and common deliberation. (OR, 215)

 The principle that serves as the foundation for American authority and that

 saves the American foundation from vicious circles, absolutes, and quicksand

 is "the interconnected principle of mutual promise and common delibera-

 tion." The "authority" founded by the American Revolution, then, is some-

 thing like the textualization, or institutionalization, of mutual promising.

 Promising is made lasting when it is transformed into the text of the Consti-

 tution and the institution of the Supreme Court. There, finally, promising (and

 along with it power and freedom) finds its remembrance: the law of freedom,

 as the practice of promising, is laid down.

 4

 Despite Arendt's argument that power and promising must be separated

 from law and authority, it turns out that, in fact, authority is based, in a certain

 way, on the "principle" of promising. As Arendt's concern here is with the

 foundation of freedom, authority must remain true to freedom's logic of
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 impermanence and "actuality"; it does so by acting as the institutionalization

 of promising, which is itself the self-remembrance or textualization of power

 and free action. As such, authority holds promising to its own law offreedom,

 continuing the promise of promising, rather than locking the promise into an

 unalterable form.

 Yet it is clear that something does happen in the move from promising to

 authority: the "principle" of promising, while obeying the fundamentally

 unstable temporality of all free action, is nevertheless supposed to possess,

 in the form of authority, a stability that promises alone have proven not to.

 Promising, as instituted in the form of authority, is different than promising

 tout court.

 Arendt attempts to come to terms with, if not exactly solve, the seemingly

 paradoxical relation of freedom and foundation contained within "authority"

 by introducing the notion of "augmentation," derived from her reading of

 Roman auctoritas. Describing the influence of auctoritas on the American

 founders, Arendt explains that

 authority in this context is nothing more or less than a kind of necessary "augmentation"

 by virtue of which all innovations and changes remain tied back to the foundation which,

 at the same time, they augment and increase. Thus the amendments to the Constitution

 augment and increase the original foundations of the American republic; needless to say,

 the very authority of the American Constitution resides in its inherent capacity to be

 amended and augmented. (OR, 203)

 Authority-as-foundation, as the text of the Constitution (or more generally,

 of the promise), cannot be separated from authority-as-freedom, as the

 possibility of revising the text, of adding to and reworking the clauses of the

 Constitution, the material out of which the political realm is made. The text

 (or foundation) grants the possibility of the political action (or freedom) of

 revision; freedom is only possible on the basis of this text, or contract, or

 institutionalized promise. But in the same way, such foundation, to be a

 political foundation, requires that it be revisable, that it be subject to the law

 of augmentation, rather than an absolute that lies beyond the freedom of

 political action. Authority, in short, is produced out of this interpenetration

 of freedom and foundation; it depends on the "coincidence of foundation and

 preservation by virtue of augmentation," in which "the 'revolutionary' act of

 beginning something entirely new, and conservative care, which will shield

 this new beginning through the centuries, are interconnected" (OR, 203).

 Authority as "augmentation," then, is another version of Arendt's ideal of

 energeia, in which freedom and foundation reside together and reinforce each

 other.
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 To the extent, though, that this process of "interconnection" and "coinci-

 dence" is understood by Arendt to preserve the independence and identity of

 the two terms involved ("beginning" and "conservation," or "freedom" and

 "foundation"), "augmentation" remains too simple a concept to describe the

 relation of freedom and foundation. Indeed, authority as "augmentation"

 attempts to have it both ways: to insulate the political from the threat that the

 "necessity" of foundation poses to freedom and from the loss threatened by

 its lack of foundation. Arendt's "augmentation," that is, presents as a smooth,

 evolutionary process what is instead a much less stable, even conflictual,

 relationship of freedom to foundation. And although the concept of augmen-

 tation might at first sight seem to be an example of her ideal of "thinking

 together and combining meaningfully what our present vocabulary presents

 to us in terms of opposition and contradiction," it actually smooths over the

 possibilities and difficulties that such a "thinking together" should provoke.

 A theory of authority as augmentation, that is, takes no account of the way

 in which the political "space" marked off by the foundational promise always

 has both too much freedom and too much foundation (conditions that are, in

 fact, merely two sides of the same danger built into the nature of freedom).
 To the extent that Arendt's "authority" conforms to the law of freedom, the

 political realm that it "founds" must always remain only a promised realm,

 alive perhaps in the moment of action but without security against future loss.

 Such a foundation can never guarantee the political realm against the dangers

 inherent to freedom itself: the danger of being lost, for example, through

 habit, insecurity, or forgetfulness.

 But this same danger, in fact, is present in the very means Arendt suggests

 to alleviate it: to lay down the law of action, or promising, can only be to

 violate, in the very same gesture, the law of action (or freedom). Authority's

 institutionalization of the principle of mutual promising (just like promising's

 memorialization of power) must, to function as a foundation and a law, place

 limits on the freedom of all that follows it, on the very political action that it

 helps make possible, for it is always a particular law of freedom: authority,

 like the promise on which it is based, is always specific to "an agreed upon

 common purpose," whether this is enshrined in a verbal promise, a written

 compact, a founding "principle," or the text of a constitution. Freedom can

 only gain a foundation or a space, or become a law for a particular group of

 people, by taking on a specific, limited form; the foundation, to make certain

 options possible, will have to close down certain others: future possible new

 beginnings will be restricted and others ruled out entirely. And whatever

 "augmentations" that are made, to "augment" rather than reject the founda-

 tion, must take place within the limits set down in the foundation. The realm
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 of freedom-seen as a logic of indeterminacy, openness, plurality, and the

 possibility of new beginnings-is inevitably compromised in the attempt to

 found it, even as some such foundation is necessary for its survival. (It thus

 should come as no surprise when, in the final chapter of On Revolution,
 Arendt explains that even the American Revolution failed, in the end, to

 establish a lasting foundation for freedom.)

 As a result of this paradoxical relation of freedom and foundation, the loss

 of "the political" (as the realm of openness, plurality, and new beginnings)
 that Arendt regularly laments is a loss that cannot fail to happen. The very

 means of saving it from being forgotten-the text of the promise or of
 authority-inevitably involves it in the workings of necessity and nonfree-

 dom against which its freedom is to be protected. Caught within, and
 produced out of, a dialectic of freedom and foundation that leaves neither

 term intact, the political can only be found within and through its constitutive

 loss, within and through its fall into the nonpolitical. To search for the

 political in light of the impossibility of sheltering it from the "nonpolitical,"
 however, requires accepting the political as itself a space of conflict. Despite

 Arendt's efforts to wall off the realm of politics and freedom from that of

 violence and rule, the way in which the political space is constituted out of

 the conflict between freedom and foundation has the effect of lodging conflict

 and violence within the heart of the political itself.

 To defend this claim in the detail that it deserves would require a close

 reading of Arendt's numerous discussions of violence, which is, unfortu-

 nately, beyond the scope of the present essay.7 It can nonetheless be shown,

 from within the terms of Arendt's own analysis, that in the face of the

 openness and plurality of political freedom, the specific and limiting nature
 of political foundations brings with it a constitutive threat of conflict and
 violence. One way this is so becomes apparent when we examine more

 closely an aspect of promising about which Arendt has little to say: the fact

 that once it has been "performed" or agreed on, the promise immediately

 becomes a text in need of interpretation.8 As we have seen previously, Arendt

 argues that promising is to be valued in part for the way in which it protects

 the plurality of political action, refusing to subsume all the promisors under

 a single will. Nonetheless, Arendt also argues that it produces "a body of

 people bound and kept together ... by an agreed purpose for which alone
 the promises are valid and binding" (THC, 245; my emphasis); it holds

 together the power that is generated out of the "temporary agreement of many
 wills and intentions" (THC, 201; my emphasis). The promise can bind only

 because of the common purpose that the promisors have agreed to pursue.

 Although Arendt makes much of the way in which promises preserve the
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 plurality essential to politics, she nonetheless treats each promise as if it were

 at all moments just a single promise. For the promise to function as the kind

 of foundation that Arendt wants, its meaning, and the purpose with which

 everyone expresses their agreement through the promise, must in some sense

 be evident to and identical for all the promisors.

 Arendt's assumption notwithstanding, what each member of the political

 body has "agreed" to in the mutual promise of foundation is never merely

 self-evident: for the promise to be "free," it, too, must be subject to the

 contingent play of political contestation that is the mark of freedom. Prom-

 ises, that is, are subject to the law of freedom not only in their revision or

 augmentation over time but as texts whose meaning is found only in their

 interpretation, which renders them susceptible to as many potential interpre-

 tations as there are promisors. The freedom enshrined in the text of the

 promise, which makes it both so ideal as a political foundation and so

 unstable as a political foundation, can be found in the way in which the

 "single" promise serves as the common site for a multitude of different,

 potentially conflicting purposes. (There is no guarantee of unanimity, for

 instance, about what counts as "augmenting" or "continuing" the founding

 act and the principle[s] it enshrines.) A promise, like any agreement, is at best

 a point of conjuncture, a site at which conflicting goals, intentions, forces,

 and projects find a common expression or formulation but never an identity

 of meaning. To assume the founding promise can be limited to a single, fixed,
 meaning would be to deny an aspect of the interpretability that is at the basis

 of Arendt's own ideal of augmentation. Indeed, for a promise to be truly an

 agreement, for it to be free, it must emerge out of, and continue to be

 threatened by, the possibility of real disagreement, of a real "differend" that

 has no guarantee of peaceful resolution.

 Thus whatever foundational support the promise offers (whether directly

 or in the form of Arendt's "authority") comes from the single, authoritative
 interpretation that must at certain crucial moments be established, more or

 less forcefully. To argue that the promise offers a site for competing interpre-

 tations, and thus for a certain form of freedom, in no way reduces the extent

 to which the promise also serves to limit the very freedom it enshrines.

 Although the necessity that the promise be interpreted opens the space for a

 plurality of interpretations, it also involves the opposing necessity of deciding

 on one interpretation rather than another. (It is this requirement of deciding

 between interpretations that transforms their plurality into conflict.) Rulings

 about how the law is to be interpreted, about what counts as "augmenting"

 or continuing the founding principles of a document like the Constitution or

 other such collectively binding decisions that rework the meaning of the
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 "agreed upon purpose" of the mutual promise (and with it the identity of the

 "body" of promisors), are all integral aspects of the freedom of any political
 community.

 But this means, in turn, that its very role as a foundation lodges within the

 promise a certain kind of violence (a violence, however, that is inextricable

 from freedom itself). Despite Arendt's desire to banish from the political
 realm the violence involved in ruling (as it substitutes the singularity of a

 command or decision for the plurality of the moment of promising), ruling
 is nevertheless both unavoidable and fully political. A political community

 founded on promising cannot avoid such moments of decision, in which
 the promise that all make and to which all are bound is given an inevit-

 ably limited, particular interpretation determined by only some. All pledge

 themselves-as members of the one "body of people" brought into being by
 the promise-to the "same" promise, or foundational law, even as the po-

 litical decisions that specify the scope or application of the law redefine the

 (practical) meaning of the promise in ways not agreed to by all. By putting

 an end, at least temporarily, to the freedom found in the existence of varying
 interpretations of the founding promise, collective decisions bind members

 of the community to promises that they may not even agree they have made.

 Accepting that the promise will always enshrine a particular purpose in

 need of interpretation, then, involves recognizing that the promise is consti-

 tutively divided between plurality and singularity. This new back-and-forth

 of freedom and foundation renders the promise once again both less stable

 than Arendt would have it-because it is a site of conjuncture and conflict-
 and less free-because it functions as a foundation only to the extent that a

 single, limited interpretation is imposed on it by some act of decision. As a

 result, it also entails recognizing once more that the political realm of

 freedom can never simply be separated from the "nonpolitical" realm of

 sovereignty and rule. The very openness and freedom of the political realm-

 the fact that the foundational promise is without self-evident meaning,

 independent arbiter, or any other absolute and is thus subject to a multitude

 of possible interpretations and to the necessity of constant redefinition-
 leads to a continual process of decision making, ruling, and closure that vio-

 lates its law of plurality, nonviolence, and openness. This tear within the heart

 of the political realm lies within the act of decision itself, divided as it is
 between the freedom of reconstituting the political realm by redefining the

 promise and the violence of imposing that definition in ways that all do not

 accept and that exclude other possible communities and other possible
 futures. (The potential for conflict and violence that comes with the need to

 interpret the promise is only one example of the violence that attaches more
 generally to the particular and exclusive character of political foundations.
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 Arendt's peaceful metaphors of building walls and making promises, to-

 gether with the essential but never stated assumption that such foundation

 takes place in a vacuum, in an empty, not yet political space, deflect attention

 from the way in which the singular, limiting, and decisive nature of political

 foundation entails a more or less violent displacement of other, existing or

 potential, communities.)9

 To accept the possibilities contained within such free political action, then,

 one must also accept the costs that action entails for freedom itself. The

 particular complexity of the relationship between freedom and foundation

 that this essay has explored should teach us that the qualities of freedom and

 action that Arendt values most highly-those of openness, plurality, and lack

 of absolute ground-necessarily involve political action in some of the

 processes and actions that most endanger it. This refers not just to freedom's

 unavoidable reliance on foundations that will limit future freedom nor just

 to the way in which the plurality and openness of action will always culminate

 in (even as they continue to resist) a singular and decisive act of closure. Most

 important, instead, is how the very condition of freedom-the fact that such

 decisions (in their singularity, limitation, and closure) are free acts rather than

 necessary ones and that they take place, therefore, in the face of a plurality

 of opinions, perspectives, and criteria, without any guarantee of agreement

 or "absolute" to act as a ground-implicates political action in the supposedly

 "nonpolitical" world of sovereignty, rule, and violence. One cannot, then,

 mourn the repeated "loss" of "the revolutionary spirit"-when "freedom and

 power have parted company, and the fateful equation of power with violence,

 of the political with government, and of government with a necessary evil

 has begun" (OR, 134>-as if one could someday resurrect an experience of
 the political free from that loss. There can simply be no political action free

 from the loss of the political and the tendency to forget the freedom that

 makes it possible.

 Nor, for similar reasons, can political action simply be equated with the

 work of resisting the inevitable loss of the political, with the constant effort

 to renew the spirit of foundation and to remember the freedom of beginning,

 as if the moment of action-of deciding, or founding, or resisting-could

 simply be separated from the moment when freedom is violated or forgot-

 ten.10 As free acts, of course, promises and decisions are always provisional,
 and ways must be devised to continually reexamine the particular "promises"

 and decisions of a political community. But this cannot be done as if it were

 a more pure act of political intervention, or in the name of a freedom or

 political practice somehow able to avoid its own fall into unfreedom, into the

 more or less violent closure that comes with having to decide one way or the

 other, in the absence of unanimity or any absolute.
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 To argue, however, that within the very political action that freedom

 makes possible there is an unavoidable violation of freedom is not to argue

 for its simple impossibility or absence. It is, instead, to suggest that the

 promised, or free, character of the political can only be preserved by remem-

 bering its impurity and incompletion, and with it the fact that political

 freedom always comes at a cost-the cost of being implicated in various

 forms of violence and unfreedom. To deny this condition is to forget the

 freedom of the political in the name of another freedom, one so pure that it

 can never be enjoyed.

 NOTES

 1. Hannah Arendt, "What Is Freedom?" in Between Past and Future: Eight Exercises in

 Political Thought (New York; 1961), 169. Citations to this essay will hereafter be noted in the

 text by the initials WF. Other texts to be cited are "What Is Authority?" also in Between Past

 and Future, abbreviated as WA; On Revolution (New York; 1965), abbreviated as OR; The Life

 of the Mind, vol. 2, Willing (New York; 1978), abbreviated as LM; and The Human Condition

 (Chicago; 1958), abbreviated as THC.

 2. For a very helpful discussion of this and other aspects of Arendt's account of political

 action-one which, like the present essay, emphasizes the importance of contingency, plurality,

 and nonsovereignty -see Dana Villa, "Beyond Good and Evil: Arendt, Nietzsche, and the

 Aestheticization of Political Action," Political Theory 20:274-308, esp. 277-81. Villa's argument

 for the deep connections between Arendt's project of revaluing political action and Nietzsche's

 critique of Platonism and against Arendt's "colonization" by either Habermasian or post-

 structuralist readings is both convincing and useful. My essay, however, takes a very different

 approach: by exploring the nature and effects of the tension between freedom and foundation

 within Arendt's own texts, I argue for the inevitable failure of any project aimed at recovering

 an experience of politics purified of "unfree" or "nonpolitical" elements.

 3. One of the central concerns of the present essay is to complicate Arendt's argument that

 violence is "essentially nonpolitical." Arendt's most extensive treatment of violence and its

 relation to power can be found in "On Violence," in Crises of the Republic (New York, 1972),

 105-98, esp. sec. 2 and appendix 11. She argues there that power is, in its essence, distinct from

 violence. Generated and maintained by the joint action and support of many people, power has

 no purpose other than itself; indeed, power is "the very condition enabling a group of people to

 think and act in terms of the means-end category" (CR, 150). Violence, on the other hand, is

 purely instrumental; it can command obedience, but it can never generate power; at best it is a

 temporary, and inessential, supplement for a lack of power. It thus follows that Arendt holds that

 laws are not essentially commands, resting in the final analysis on coercion, but rather merely

 "direct human intercourse as the rules direct the game" (CR, 193). Although Arendt is right that

 violence alone cannot replace power as the foundational source for political communities, I

 argue in the concluding section of this essay that because the foundation that power itself turns

 out to need inevitably has particular, nonneutral purposes attached to it, instrumentality and

 violence are not essentially separable from the political realm. Or, in other words, although laws
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 are not merely commands, it is nonetheless of the essence of law that it be able at times to act

 as a command.

 4. For an illuminating account of the importance of speech to Arendt's conception of

 political action, see George Kateb, Hannah Arendt, Politics, Conscience, Evil (Totowa, NJ:

 Rowman & Allanheld, 1983), 15.

 5. Central to Arendt's claim for the effectiveness of promising as a foundation for freedom

 is the fact that it acknowledges the plurality of those who make up the political community.

 Promising resists the violent, totalizing pretensions of a sovereign and general will, and thus the

 vicious circles of foundation as well, in part because it does not claim to be the expression of a

 singular will; it is, rather, no more than a temporary, always revisable, agreement of many

 different wills and intentions. Although from this point on I concentrate on Arendt's description

 of the temporality of the act of promising, it is important to note this additional argument of hers

 for the free nature of promising. I return to the issue of promising's relation to plurality at the

 end of the essay.

 6. This solution is the only one that does not violate Arendt's understanding of the

 distinctively noninstrumental nature of political action. Unlike labor, which struggles with the

 necessities of life, and work, which produces "products" designed to achieve a preexisting end,

 political action has only itself as an end. Action has no other purpose than the continuation of

 action and the preservation of the conditions for future action. For a sympathetic treatment of

 the difficulties that this conception of political action raises, see the first chapter of Kateb's

 Hannah Arendt, esp. 10, 12-13, and 16-22. See also Villa, "Beyond Good and Evil," 277-81. As

 evidence, however, that Arendt also maintained a more purposive understanding of political

 action, there is this passage from "On Violence": "What makes man a political being is his faculty

 of action; it enables him to get together with his peers, to act in concert, and to reach outfor

 goals and enterprises that would never enter his mind, let alone the desires of his heart, had he

 not been given this gift-to embark on something new." Crises of the Republic, 179, my

 emphasis; see also 150.

 7. For a brief treatment of some of the relevant issues, see note 3.

 8. To argue this is not to disregard the status of a promise as a performative speech-act or

 to ignore the distinction between performatives and constatives. It is meant to suggest, instead,

 that because, according to Arendt, the act of mutual promising creates a monument or mark to

 which a group will be bound into the future, the performative immediately becomes a text in

 need of interpretation, about which claims are made and around which arguments and disputes

 circulate. Without denying its status as a performative, one can recognize that it also becomes

 the site for constative speech-acts, and with them, a whole set of possible conflicts. For a helpful

 and provocative discussion of the relevance of speech-act analysis to the study of Arendt's texts,

 see Bonnie Honig's "Declarations of Independence: Arendt and Derrida on the Problem of

 Founding a Republic," American Political Science Review 85 (Winter 1991): 97-113. For a

 critique similar to the one I propose of Arendt's need for the meaning of the promise to be

 "relatively unproblematic," see esp. 104. And for Derrida's argument that the strict separation

 of performative and constative is impossible to maintain at the moment of political foundation,

 see "Declarations of Independence," New Political Science, no. 15 (Summer 1986): 7-15.

 9. Arendt's silence on this aspect of foundation is a particular problem in her treatment of

 the American founding, involving as it did the violent displacement of an entire civilization. It

 is a trait that Arendt's work shares with the tradition of social contract theory, whose practitioners

 were fascinated in their own ways with the "emptiness" of "the New World" as a model for the

 "state of nature."
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 10. This equation of politics with the act of "resisting" foundation is the debatable conclu-

 sion to Honig's excellent "Declarations of Independence: Arendt and Derrida on the Problem of

 Founding a Republic." Despite her critique of Arendt's tendency to equate political freedom too

 easily with performance and "performatives" and her neglect of the inevitable role of "con-

 statives" in political action and foundations, Honig's concluding attempt to find some common
 ground between Derrida's political "strategy of intervention" and Arendt's theory of political
 authority as augmentation ends up sounding remarkably Arendtian in its faith in "practices of

 augmentation and amendment [that] make [the] beginning our own - not merely our own legacy

 but our own construction and performative" (p. 111). The suggestion that political action and
 authority consists in the constant renewal of the beginning as one's own, in a process whereby

 "we treat the absolute [or antipolitical constative] as an invitation for intervention, . . . declare

 ourselves resistant to it, [and] refuse its claim to irresistibility by deauthorizing it" (p. 112), still

 equates the political with only the first side of the performative/constative (or freedom/founda-

 tion) division. Even though Honig accepts Derrida's point that the performative necessarily

 involves a constative moment (or the support of something whose existence and authority is not

 questioned), she still sees the essentially political act as the resistance to and deauthorization of
 "the constative" to prevent us from forgetting the free and thus revisable nature of our political

 foundations or institutions. Although such resistance is certainly political, so too is its apparent

 opposite: the "constative" insistence that certain things have been decided and are no longer to
 be debated or resisted (however debatable such decisions might soon become).

 Alan Keenan teaches political and legal theory in the Department of Rhetoric at the

 University of California, Berkeley. His dissertation is titled "The Democratic Question:

 Political Theory, the 'People,' and the Difficult Law of Freedom. "
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